
Serigraphy, also known as Screen Printing, is a low-
cost technique, used for years in mass producing 2D
reproductions of a mask pattern. This technique is
widely used in microelectronics or as cheap electrode
material for biosensors applications

“We develop technology and 
products for agri‐food safety 
and clinical diagnosis for a 

global world”

Integrated device for pathogen detection 
IMICROQ has developed kits for detection of pathogens
in food and environmental samples. These kits are
based on an immunomagnetic separation of the
pathogens from the sample followed by the detection of
the pathogens electrochemically within the
microsystem.

The microsystem allows the quantitative determination
of down to few bacterial cells in a simple protocol
reducing the number of reagents and simplifying the
overall chip required in standard ELISA methodologies.
Additionally, colorimetric and chemiluminiscent
substrates with optical/fluorimetric detection are
alternatives of current interest for opto-electronic
transduction

IMICROQ addresses individually different analytical
determination needs by introducing different
chemical and biological elements in the
microsystem. This low-cost and easy to operate
platform is developed using electrochemical
transduction methods to allow various analytical
applications.
IMICROQ technology platform is low cost
engineered and easy to implement in mass
production processes with very low fabrication costs

Biosensor electrodes

Biosensor  and microsystem fabrication
IMICROQ applies the knowledge and skills acquired over years of
research and technical development to implement serigraphy as a
biosensor and microsystem fabrication method integrating
successfully the structural and functional needs of the device

Scheme of pathogen determination microsystem
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Development of integrated biological 
detection devices
IMICROQ is adapting the developed integrated
biosensor technology for the detection of other biological
molecules of interest such as DNA, proteins, peptides or
enzymes as well as other small molecules of special
interest for the clinical, pharmaceutics and food industry.
The acquired experience in previous developments, the
sensitivity of the transduction techniques and the
flexibility and versatility provided by the platform
fabrication procedure permits to foresee a successful
development of highly demanded, marketable, low cost,
biosensor microsystems

OEM & ODM service
The excellence of IMICROQ’s technical team with a long track
of development in biosensor technology allows us to offer
services for technological development and manufacturing of
whole biosensors, including sensing element, interface, as well
as pretreatment solutions suitable for any detection needs or
even the electronic reader. Considering IMICROQ’s expertise
and technological capabilities in microbiology and molecular
biology we can also offer total development solutions in these
fields.
The team comprises world class doctors in several fields as
broad as Chemical Engineering, Electrochemistry, Nutrition
and Metabolism, MSc in Environmental Engineering, Nano-
science and Nanotechnology supported by capable and skilled
technicians.

IMICROQ network
IMICROQ participates in collaborative agreements with
other research centres and SMEs, in several R+D
European projects. This participation implies the execution
and presentation that will allow the extension of the usability
of the technology platform, in clinical diagnosis, quality
assurance and environmental control areas. The
applications that are planned to be developed have a
significant economic potential and are the basis of value
creation of IMICROQ. In the clinical area, the company is
advancing its interest in developing kits for infection and
antibiotic resistance detection, and multiple applications for
proteins and small molecules detection


